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The Wall Street WRECKING BALL

Foreclosures have a clear impact on the families losing their homes, but the
costs hit all of us.
Foreclosures harm the value of all homes within a neighborhood.

When a home falls into foreclosure, it affects the property value of
the foreclosed home as well as the values of other homes in the
neighborhood. It is estimated that homes in foreclosure experience
a 22% decline in value.v That means the impact of the 28,000
foreclosures estimated for the period 2008 through 2012 will be
more than $4 billion in lost home value in communities across
Oakland.vi

But the impact to foreclosed properties is just the tip of the iceberg.
It is conservatively estimated that each foreclosed property will
cause the value of neighboring homes within an eighth of a mile to
drop 0.9%.vii In Oakland, homeowners could experience property
devaluation of $8.3 billion.viii

A July 2011 Pew Research
analysis found the median wealth
among Hispanic households fell
by 66% and among AfricanAmerican households fell by 53%
after the bursting of the housing
market bubble in 2006 and the
recession that followed.

With lower home values, families have less home equity to use to fund retirement, pay tuition, grow
their small businesses, or pay medical bills. For the average pre-retiree, at least two-thirds of their total
assets are tied up in their home.ix

Foreclosures erode local tax bases and revenues, impacting services for everyone.

As housing values decline, state and local governments also feel the burden. As property values drop an
estimated $12.3 billion, Oakland communities could lose as much as $75.3 million in property tax
revenue.x The reduction in property values has decimated the tax bases that support state and local
budgets.

Foreclosures require increased police and other services, further draining public budgets.

Foreclosure-related costs for Oakland local governments are estimated to be $224 million.xi Local
government agencies have to spend money and staff time on blighted foreclosed properties, providing
maintenance, inspections, trash removal, increased public safety calls, and other code enforcement
services. For example, violent crime increases 2.33% for every 1% increase in foreclosures.xii Additional
foreclosure costs include sheriff evictions, providing transitional assistance and shelters, and other
safety net support to families.
Responding to these needs is a gargantuan task that involves multiple agencies and multiple levels of
local government. The costs to taxpayers add up very quickly to $19,229 per foreclosure and potentially
much higher.xiii That means at a time when local governments are contemplating slashing services, they
are also being asked to pick up the tab for cleaning up the banks’ foreclosure mess.
A National League of Cities survey found that foreclosures and the declining housing market are among
the leading causes of fiscal budget crises. As a result, cities are hard-pressed to pay for services like
libraries, parks, police and fire.xiv
A breakdown by zip code can be found in attached chart.
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Foreclosures undermine an economic recovery and cost jobs.

Another alarming impact of the housing crisis is the overhang of underwater mortgage debt, which is
now one of the primary drags on economic recovery. Negative equity, often referred to as
“underwater” or “upside down,” means that borrowers owe more on their mortgages than their homes
are worth. California’s negative equity share is 30% (compared to 23% nationally)-- that means almost a
third of homeowners are underwater on their mortgages.
California homeowners are underwater by $200 billion as a result of the Wall Street-created housing
crisis. That means as homeowners overpay on their mortgages, Wall Street devours $20 billion annually.
This is money that would otherwise go into our economy in the form of consumer spending if banks
wrote down mortgages to market value. “Mortgage write downs” or “principal reduction” means banks
would write down mortgages to market value and refinance homeowners into 30-year fixed loans at
current market interest rates.





California has over 2 million homes underwater (30% of all mortgages) by $200 billion.
Fixing the underwater crisis by writing down mortgages would save California homeowners
$810 every month and pump $20 billion annually into local economy. xv
With the extra $810 per month, homeowners could start spending again, making purchases they
have been putting off. The increase in consumer demand would in turn help spur 300,000 jobs
in California.
Oakland has 26,479 homeowners underwater (33%) by $2.4 billion. If banks wrote down those
mortgages, it could pump $257 million into local economy and spur 3,804 jobs.xvi

Fixing Underwater Mortgages Would Spur Economic Recovery
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It’s time for solutions:
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Wall Street’s reckless and predatory lending practices have devastated California. Lenders pushed homeowners into high-cost
loans and investment banks turned mortgages into a casino. When Wall Street’s bets went sour, the bankers were bailed out by
taxpayers and got to keep their bonuses but Californians lost billions in savings in their homes.
BANK OF AMERICA

CEO Brian Moynihan

Federal taxpayer bailout funds received:
Profits since bailout (2009-2010):
2010 CEO Brian Moynihan bonus:
2010 CEO Brian Moynihan total pay:
2010 bonuses and compensation:

xvii

$230.1 billion
$4.0 billion
xix
$9.05 million
xx
$10 million
$35.1 billion

xviii

xxi

$100.7 billion
$29.1 billion
xxiv
$17.5 million
$28.4 billion

xxv

$43.7 billion
$24.6 billion
xxvii
$14.3 million
xxviii
$17.1 million
$27.2 billion

xxix

$414.9 billion
$9.0 billion
xxxi
10.8 million
$24.4 billion

JP MORGAN CHASE

CEO Jamie Dimon

Federal taxpayer bailout funds received:
Profits since bailout (2009-2010):
xxiii
2009 CEO Jamie Dimon pay:
2010 bonuses and compensation:

xxii

WELLS FARGO

CEO John Stumpf

Federal taxpayer bailout funds received:
Profits since bailout (2009-2010):
2010 CEO John Stumpf bonus:
2010 CEO John Stumpf total pay:
2010 bonuses and compensation:

xxvi

CITIGROUP

CEO Vikram Pandit

Federal taxpayer bailout funds received:
Profits since bailout (2009-2010):
2008-2010 CEO Vikram Pandit pay:
2010 bonuses and compensation:

xxx

GOLDMAN SACHS

CEO Lloyd Blankfein

Federal taxpayer bailout funds received:
Profits since bailout (2009-2010):
2010 CEO Lloyd Blankfein bonus:
2010 CEO Lloyd Blankfein total pay:
2010 bonuses and compensation:

xxxii

xxxiii

$53.4 billion
$21.7 billion
xxxiv
$12.6 million
xxxv
$13.2 million
$15.4 billion

MORGAN STANLEY

CEO James Gorman

Federal taxpayer bailout funds received:
Profits since bailout (2009-2010):
2009 CEO James Gorman pay:
2010 bonuses and compensation:
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xxxvi

xxxvii

$36.3 billion
$6.0 billion
xxxviii
$15.0 million
$16.0 billion
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The Cost of the Foreclosure Crisis in Oakland by Zip Code (2008-2012)
Zip Code
94601
94602
94603
94605
94606
94607
94608
94609
94610
94611
94612
94618
94619
94621
Total

Foreclosures
2008-12
3233
1141
4036
4888
1364
2018
2645
1036
958
1084
586
260
1326
3693
28,267

Foreclosed
Home Value
Loss
$463,541,910
$163,557,478
$578,803,614
$700,948,327
$195,592,144
$289,344,449
$379,225,062
$148,558,256
$137,316,010
$155,441,264
$84,030,056
$37,311,639
$190,085,738
$529,618,786
$4,053,374,732

Impacted
Homes Value
Loss
$948,153,906
$334,549,386
$1,183,916,484
$1,433,757,942
$400,074,840
$591,840,918
$775,687,626
$303,869,160
$280,873,656
$317,948,040
$171,879,660
$76,319,262
$388,811,736
$1,083,311,154
$8,290,993,770

Total Home
Value Loss
$1,411,695,816
$498,106,864
$1,762,720,098
$2,134,706,269
$595,666,984
$881,185,367
$1,154,912,688
$452,427,416
$418,189,666
$473,389,304
$255,909,716
$113,630,901
$578,897,474
$1,612,929,940
$12,344,368,502

Property
Tax Loss
$8,611,344
$3,038,452
$10,752,593
$13,021,708
$3,633,569
$5,375,231
$7,044,967
$2,759,807
$2,550,957
$2,887,675
$1,561,049
$693,148
$3,531,275
$9,838,873
$75,300,648

Local Gov't
Cost
$26,039,912
$9,114,546
$33,569,988
$37,650,382
$10,749,011
$16,190,818
$20,425,044
$7,145,496
$7,656,988
$8,626,129
$4,288,067
$1,519,091
$9,591,425
$32,162,425

$224,729,323

*Foreclosure data from RealtyTrac. Data is for zip codes fully or partially within city boundary. 2011 - 2012 numbers are projections
based upon recent trends.
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Methodology

Direct impact to foreclosed homes was calculated using methodology from the U.S. Joint Economic Committee
Report (Sheltering Neighborhoods from the Subprime Foreclosure Storm) using median county home value from U.S
Census, decline estimate of 22%, and number of foreclosures from RealtyTrac. The 22% decline estimate is based on
the most conservative property value decline ranging from 22% to 28% based on The Value of Foreclosed Property,
Anthony Pennington-Cross, Marquette University and RealtyTrac 2010 sales report.
Neighboring homes value decline was calculated using methodology from the U.S. Joint Economic Committee Report
(Sheltering Neighborhoods from the Subprime Foreclosure Storm) using median county home value from U.S.
Census, decline in value of 0.9%, and number of foreclosures from RealtyTrac. The decline estimate is based on a
conservative decline estimate of 0.9% on one-eighth mile radius (approximately 50 homes) based on The External
Costs of Foreclosure: The Impact of Single-Family Mortgage Foreclosures on Property Values. Dan Immergluck,
Georgia Institute of Technology and Geoff Smith, Woodstock Institute. Higher estimates are put the decline at 1.4%
in low to moderate income communities and others double the impact radius to a quarter of a mile.
Property tax losses were estimated using lost home values (foreclosed and impacted homes as described in prior
section) and California effective property tax rate of 0.61% from the U.S. Census and Tax Foundation.
Impact to local governments based on The Municipal Cost of Foreclosures: A Chicago Case Study. Many experts,
including the U.S. Joint Economic Committee Report, use the $19,229 cost from the Chicago study as an approximate
cost of foreclosure. The Chicago study was published in 2005 and may not capture the full post-crisis level of impacts
and level of costs in California . The cost is conservatively calculated using only REO’s (bank-owned properties).
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